
	
	
	
	

	
	





	

	
	
	
	
My family benefited greatly, staying in tact, from the counseling of a full-time minister at our former UU 
church. It is so important to have a minister at a church to support and guide members, offering all the 
services listed above. 
To me it's been wonderful there were church members who wanted to do the things ministers do. Me, I've 
been bored to pieces at all previous churches, with listening to the same person give a sermon week after 
week. I don't care much for one person representing the church either. ("Leave 'em guessing" that's my 
inclination, no public face at all.) But if, as now seems to be the case, members are worn out from doing 
so much voluntarily, then I guess we need some kind of a minister. Whatever you guys decide who've 
been working hard for so long is okay with me. 
How are finances to pay for this 
I think that having a part-time minister would be the single most important thing to strengthen the 
congregation. 
It all depends. Sometimes a new minister alienates some members and they leave. It is a disruption until 
the dust settles and the congregation is changed for better or worse. It will add to our expenses. 
Any part-time minister should have a trial period to ensure it's a good match. 
I think a part-time minister would provide more continuity to our community. 
I'm not deterred from coming to services whether we do or don't, however. I appreciate all forms of 
spirituality, and would like to see more in our services. I'd love for our minister to quote beliefs/tenets that 
synchronize across various religions, e.g. where Jesus, Abraham, Buddha agree. The inter-faith aspect is 
important to me and in line with UU values. 



Supporting even a part time minister is a major commitment. I saw my church in Hagerstown, MD struggle 
financially with the effort to support a pastor, so I know it requires a certain size congregation. which we 
did not have. How large is the current UUUS membership anyway? Seems to me we've had some growth 
in the past few years. In [former church], I believe the idea was that if we had a pastor, somehow this 
would grow the congregation. It didn't, and I would hate to see UUUS proceed under that false premise. 
That said, I think UUUS may be ready to explore the options. It's wise to think about a part-time minister 
rather than jumping in with both feet the way UUCH in [former church] did. We may or may not be ready 
for it. Perhaps a key question to members would be, is this important enough for you to increase your 
level of financial contribution to the church? Because I'm pretty sure that would be necessary, absent an 
influx of new members. 
We already have a hard time paying for Judith apparently or there would be no other reason to be so 
desperately clinging on to KLA. I have watched the RE kids not have adequate space given to them 
because of KLA taking up so much space in our back building. My rights have been violated and I have 
been recorded for almost a year without my consent. And I absolutely abhor that fact it took us this long to 
try to figure out a different way besides KLA to fund our Part Time DRE. I shudder to think of what our 
kids would have to endure and honestly what I would have to endure to make sure we can afford a part 
time minister, a part time DRE, RE Staff, and so on and so fourth. I love our congregation the way it is. I 
think being lay led is one reason people are drawn to our set up and it keeps things new and interesting. 
Especially with us being so close to UCF and directly next to UCF housing that will bring in a younger 
crowd I think it’s good to continue to keep things diverse. I don’t even know why a discussion for a part 
time minister is even being brought up to be perfectly honest. But half the time I’m in the back with the 
kids so I only know about half the stuff that is happening. Thank you for you time and consideration. 
I think having a part-time Minister would be a great idea for our growing Church. Right now, we have no 
one to go to for spiritual guidance. To have some one to perhaps guide and listen when we as individuals 
have great change or upheaval in our lives, would be beneficial. 
Don't think it is necessary to have a part time minister but if we do have one I will embrace them. 
I may skip when the minister speaks, but I still think it is badly needed. 
I do not want a minister. I enjoy being a lay led congregation. 
Regarding question 1: We have had this conversation. Other comment: I think it might lead to 
comparisons with our visiting ministers. Comparison is the thief of happiness. 
One of the main reasons I come here is because it is lay led. 
I look forward to the variety of speakers and the open atmosphere. A minister tends to close the door on 
free thinking. 
One of the things I most love about UUUS is that we don't have a minister. I think our community would 
change to something more first 1st U, which is more formal and, to me, offputting. They have a wonderful 
minister, whom I really like, but I prefer coming here because of our variety and informality. * A more 
practical concern is that are far from being able to afford a minister. Let's solve the problem of paying for 
the RE director first. *I think we need to talk about it – a lot, because we need need to figure out how to 
continue to do the things under #2 above without volunteers burning out. We also have a chronic problem 
with communication that cann't be solved by hiring a minister. *If the congregation decides to go in that 
direction, assuming they can come upwith the money, I can see that i would make sense. But I personally 
would be far less involved in UUUS. 
Needs to be a good story teller. And maybe willing to sing with the choir. 
I like the congregation the way it is now. I fear that a minister would decrease the diversity of our services, 
views, and thus negatively impact the congregation. 
I am strongly opposed to hiring a minister but I am always in favor of conversations. 1. Our church has a 
*diversity* of interest groups/faith orientations. Some come for RE (adult, child, or both), some for Sunday 
services, some are very into social justice, some are very involved in all aspects of the church. Some just 
come for the music, some are dyed in the wool atheists, some seek more spirituality in their lives. The 



point: no matter women we hire, will be hiring one person who will favor one of these groups more than 
the other and potentially create divisions. 2. Personally, I am strongly opposed to the idea of "spiritual 
authority." If we hire someone, their concept of the "good" will havea a different status here than that of 
everyone else. 3. Practically, I don't think it makes sense financially at this time. We will be losing the 
rental and need to focus our efforts on securing Judith's salary. 
I think a part time minister is a good idea - I just wonder about the added expense as to whether we will 
be able to afford one. 
Funding will be the challenge 
My only concern w/ having a part time minister is HOW we would be her/him. 
I really enjoy the present system of a variety of speakers but a need must be felt or you wouldn't be 
surveying the congregation. I always learn a lot every Sunday. I am less active than I was so I will leave 
this decision to those who will be more affected in the future. 
It wouldn't affect my involvement but I would just appreciate the support. We need help. We burn people 
out and have not anyone to help when natural and inevitable conflict/control issues come up. 
I like the current system. 
I said speak once a month, but twice would be fine also. I said having a minister wouldn't affect my 
involvement, but it would enhance my experience. 
Would choose to have minister speak more than twice a month. More spiritual/religious, less 
"professor"/"school" 
No change. 
I really enjoy our uniqueness at being one of the truly lay-led congregations with such a sense of 
cohesiveness 
I’m definitely ready to have a thorough conversation, probably with an outside facilitator (perhaps 
someone from Peace and Justice Institute at Valencia or from SE UUA Region. Answer might be an 
executive director and lay spokespeople in lieu of a minister. Just a thought. I look forward to planning 
and participating in the conversations 
RE Provide Pastoral Care - be part of the team or lead it if we need a new leader 
I would personally not contribute more financially to support a part-time minister. 
My belief is that a part time minister would provide more stability and continuity within the leadership 
realm our UUUS. 
I think it useful to revisit this idea. I think it important to have the congregation have the discussion to 
decide what a part time minister would do for our congregation and what the benefits we seek from a staff 
person in this role. I think we benefit from having the conversation, even if we ultimately choose to not 
have a part time minister now... i think doing the hard work of self evaluation is healthy and helps us as a 
community. 
My enthusiasm for a PT minister depends on how the person would be financed as well as who the 
person is. If [certain speaker] were the choice, I am honestly saying that I would leave the congregation. 
… way too "churchy" or evangelical in delivery up in front. Not what I want out of my choice of 
congregations. Furthermore, I think the money aspect has to be settled before the discussion goes any 
further. I think losing Judith to fund a part time minister is a mistake. I also think that because we are 
losing our major tenant, the whole discussion is pie in the sky. 
A part-time minister may also provide guidance on themes for programming. 
I feel the cost of even a pert time minister would be considerable. I also feel that the administrative 
services/finances are something I'd prefer to be handled strictly by the member congregants. I enjoy 
visiting ministers only. 
	
	 	



	


